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Technical background and utility of the club
Signal

processing

is

an

area,

finding

application

in

the

field

of

Communication Systems , systems engineering, electrical engineering and
applied mathematics that deals with operations or analysis of analog as
well

as

digitized

signals.

Signals

of

interest

can

include

sound,

electromagnetic radiation, images, and sensor readings, for example
biological measurements such as electrocardiograms, control system
signals, telecommunication transmission signals, and many others. The goals
of signal processing can roughly be divided into the following categories:


Signal acquisition and reconstruction, which involves measuring a
physical signal, storing it, and possibly later rebuilding the original
signal or an approximation thereof. For digital systems, this
typically includes sampling and quantisation.



Quality improvement, such as noise reduction, image enhancement, and
echo cancellation.



Signal compression (Source coding), including audio compression, image
compression, video compression and signal encryption.



Feature extraction, such as

image understanding

and

speech

recognition.
The association with this club will create interest of students in this
technological domain and inspire their creativity to innovate through
practical learning and application oriented mindset. Undoubtedly, this is
the aspect mainly seen in the engineering profession and thus definitely
boosts the career prospects and employability. With competence in this
domain, students could positively look for exciting
career in IT and Telecom industries, Instrumentation industries,
Research Organizations like: ISRO, DRDO, etc.
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Activities to be considered under the club:
The activities of the club have been well formulated to develop interest
and competence of the students in the related technologies with emphasis on
application aspects of the concepts. Following activities have been
considered:
-

Learning through technical magazines and journals

-

Design and practical modeling of relevant circuits using DSP
processors.

-

Software simulation of the design and its performance evaluation

-

Paper writing and presentation

-

Quiz and group discussions on the club theme related topics

-

Conduction of workshops and practical training sessions

-

Interaction with eminent industrial and academic experts in the
domain of club theme

-

Industrial and institutional tours

-

Considering industrial R&D projects in the domain of the club theme
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